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Vision 2020
“The EBA has developed a holistic vision of the 2020 payments
ecosystem and a strategy of industry collaboration to help members
conceive robust platforms for the execution of their next generation
payments.”
Shaping the European landscape
The EBA Vision 2020 provides a long-term orientation geared at
ensuring that the EBA value proposition continues to serve the
needs of its diverse membership and of the customers of its
members. Key objectives are to:
• Support the growth of digital and alternative payments
• Drive efficiencies and cost reductions in payments

• Promote the modernisation of the euro payments market
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Knowledge & Research in 2015
“The EBA shares the outcome of its thought leadership and
industry dialogue activities with a wider audience through the
publication of market guides, research and opinion papers
and other insightful documentation on payment matters.”
Key publications delivered or supported by the EBA in 2015:
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Industry dialogue in 2015/2016
“The EBA organises events that enable payment practitioners
to broaden their understanding of the payments business and
landscape and to directly interact with peers from paymentsrelated organisations all across Europe.”
EBA conferences and educational seminars in 2015/2016
•
•
•
•

EBA Winter School 2015 “Anticipating the Needs of Corporate Customers” in Zurich (CH)
EBA Summer School 2015 “Payments – What is the Real-Time Imperative?” in Nice (F)
EBA Liquidity Management Seminar 2015: “Managing Intra-Day Liquidity and Liquidity
Risk” in Frankfurt (D)
EBA Winter School 2016 “Real-Time Payments: Delivering a Pan-European Outcome” in
Brussels (B)
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Industry dialogue in 2015
“The EBA fosters a dialogue with its members, other industry
bodies and the wider stakeholder community.
The aim of this activity area is to drive and contribute to the
delivery of pan-European co-operative payment initiatives
and business practices.”
The EBA contributes to / facilitates several industry bodies and groups:
•
•
•
•
•
•

EPC General Assembly and Working Groups
Payment Systems Market Expert Group (PSMEG)
European Commission Multi-Stakeholder Forum on e-invoicing
Global Supply Chain Finance Forum
SEPA Migration Action Round Table (SMART)
Open Forum on Pan-European Instant Payments
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Thought Leadership
OPEN FORUM ON PAN-EUROPEAN INSTANT
PAYMENTS
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Scope of the Open Forum
Initiated by the EBA in response to the ERPB’s call for action, the Open Forum
on Pan-European Instant Payments is geared at fostering a practitioners’
dialogue on service requirements for instant payments
• Key objective: support the “migration of minds” towards instant payments
• Participation: open to PSPs, PSUs, suppliers and other relevant stakeholders
in the payments industry
• Modus operandi:
an
open forum
to
which
EBA provides
logistical/administrative support, meeting in principle on a bi-monthly basis
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Deliverables of the Open Forum
•

Provide input to the upcoming instant payment discussions in Europe

•

Explore perimeter for infrastructure services to support instant payments

•

Liaise with entities engaged in evaluating related industry initiatives at
European and global level

 Terms of Reference and more information available at:
www.abe-eba.eu/thought-leadership/instant-payments/
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First meetings (1)

• The first meeting took place on
30th March 2015 in Frankfurt with 70
participants from 50+ institutions and
consisted in a tour de table

• The second meeting took place on
12th May 2015 with 100+ participants
from 70+ companies; it involved a panel
discussion with representatives from
the PSP, PSU and infrastructure
provider side
15th October 2015
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First meetings (2)
• The third meeting took place on
6th July 2015 in Brussels with >60
participants from 40+ institutions; it
involved an update by the ECB on the
ERPB discussions and presentations on
current real-time payment infrastructure
initiatives in the NL, in ES and by
EBACL
 Summary & slides: https://www.abe-eba.eu/thought-leadership/instant-payments/
• Next meeting: 17th November 2015 from 14:00 to 17:00 CET in Frankfurt,
Germany
 Interested in participating? Contact us at instant_payment_forum@abe-eba.eu
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Thought Leadership
ELECTRONIC ALTERNATIVE PAYMENTS:
THE DIGITAL CUSTOMER SERVICES INTERFACE
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Digital Customer Services Interface (DCSI)
An explanation movie

The explanatory video is available at:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5t9pLyJ4GUc
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The DCSI mindset
DCSI = Digital Customer Services Interface

0. What does the DCSI solve?
•

The reach problem between AS-PSPs and the FinTech world

1. What is the DCSI?
•

The DCSI is a set of Application Programming Interfaces (API) with a rulebook for implementation by
today’s financial ecosystem players (e.g. processors, vendors, AS-PSPs & FinTechs)

2. What does the DCSI offer?
•
•
•

Compliance with PSD2 and XS2A regulations
Additional revenue opportunities in e.g. payment, digital identity, lending, FX
Pan-European services interoperability (incl. operations & legal) between:
 FinTech ⇔ AS-PSP
 FinTech ⇔ FinTech
 AS-PSP ⇔ AS-PSP

3. Who is going to create, own and govern the DCSI?
•

A cross-industry coalition of AS-PSPs, FinTechs, processors and vendors will create,
own and govern the DCSI
13th October 2015
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DCSI as API set for banking business,
compliancy and beyond payments
Digital Customer Services Interface (DCSI)
ON

XS2A APIs

Payment APIs

‘Regulated
PIS/AIS’

Involved
APIs

Non-payment APIs

XS2A

PIS

AIS

• SCT initiation
• Account
information
• TRUE/FALSE
verification
• Transaction details

•
•
•
•
•
•

• Intraday bankstatement
• Payment Status
Report
• E-Mandate
management
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Payment guarantee
‘Real-time’ payment
Refund/refuse services
Conditional payments
Dispute resolving services
Crypto payments

Source: Innopay analysis, Euro Banking Association

DIGITAL IDENTITY
• Authentication
• Online contracting
• Age verification
• Attribute provisioning
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All stakeholders in our industry should be involved

Various

Primary Stakeholders
•
•

Participants that offer services in
the network
Without them no network

Secondary Stakeholders
•
•

Participants that use and endorse
services in the network
Without them no adoption

Processors
Software vendors (national)
Wallet associations
providers

(National) banking
associations
ACH /
PI associations processors
E-schemes
EBA
Banks
EPC
ERPB
EC
EBA (Authority)
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FinTech

Internet
PSP’s

Consumer
associations
Merchant
associations
Various
national
associations
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Thought Leadership
SEPA MIGRATION ACTION ROUND TABLE (SMART)
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What is SMART?
A forum for banks and by banks

Logistically supported by the Euro Banking Association
Focus: to bring clarification to SEPA (post) migration-related issues of an
operational nature, especially in the cross-border space, in order to enable a
smooth migration to SEPA and help improve STP rates as well as a timely
execution of transactions in favour of the banks’ customers
SMART is
complementary
to other SEPArelated
initiatives:

Infrastructure-independent recommendations, i.e. no duplication of
any CSM-driven initiatives geared at mitigating risks for CSM users
related to the SEPA volume ramp-up
Issues outside of the scope of SMART are channelled to the
appropriate body, e.g. the EPC
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SMART: Overview document of national practices
in post-migration SEPA (1)
Introduction
Why create an overview of national
particularities in post-migration SEPA?
What information does the present document
provide?
A few upfront considerations before we move
into the country-specific part

Overview by country
Annexes
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SMART: Overview document of national practices
in post-migration SEPA (2)
Detailed country-specific overview of local particularities
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SMART: Guidance on upcoming SEPA migration
end-dates
SEPA migration end-date issues in relation to non-euro countries
Preparations / implications re. phasing out of niche products
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SMART: Provision of end-date information and
guidance
Publication on the EBA website of Excel matrixes featuring the latest
updates on the migration plans of individual non-euro countries and the
plans of each community for its existing niche products – first version
was published in mid-July 2015
Both matrixes are available online at https://www.abe-eba.eu/thoughtleadership/smart/#overview-tables-on-niche-products-and-non-euroeea-country-migration
An updated version of the matrixes with additional information on some
countries (e.g. Ireland, Italy and the UK) will become available within
the next few weeks
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